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ABSTRACT

Long-term confinement of nuclear waste is one of the main challenges faced by the nuclear industry. Fission products such as $^{90}$Sr and $^{137}$Cs, both $\beta^-$ emitters known to induce serious health hazards, represent the largest fraction of nuclear waste. Cement is a good candidate to store them, provided it can resist the effects of irradiation over time. Here, we have investigated the effects of $\beta^-$ decay on cement by performing electron irradiation experiments on different samples. We show that H$_2$ production in cement, the main effect of water radiolysis, depends strongly on composition and relative humidity. First-principles calculations indicate that the water-rich interlayer regions with Ca$^{2+}$ ions act as electron traps that promote the formation of H$_2$. They also show that holes localize in water-rich regions in low Ca content samples and are then able to participate in H$_2$ production. This work provides new understanding of radiolysis effects in cements.
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1. Introduction

One of the main challenges arising in nuclear waste storage is the design of containers that can ensure a safe confinement of medium-to-long-lived radioelements in geological repositories over thousands of years [1]. These containers will interact with both the radioelements they host and with the environment in which they will be stored. These interactions will alter the physicochemical properties of the materials. These effects need to be evaluated in order to safeguard against future problems that might impact on the confinement of the waste. In the case of closed repositories where humidity is difficult or impossible to monitor, specific damage linked to water interactions such as corrosion [2]; infiltration or leaching can alter the integrity of the confinement. In particular, water-container exchanges are of utmost importance when the host material is porous, which is the case for the cement matrices that are envisioned for the long-term storage of medium-lived fission products such as $^{137}$Cs and $^{90}$Sr. These two isotopes represent the largest active fraction of civil nuclear waste and are prominent emitters of radiation [3-5]. Hence, it is extremely important to understand what reactions these radioisotopes can induce when they are in contact with cement matrices.
From an industrial point of view, cement-based materials are good candidates to store large quantities of nuclear waste as they are inexpensive, easy to produce and can be tailored to possess a wide range of useful properties. However, assessing the ability of cement to store nuclear waste is a complicated task since it is a material with various possible compositions and a complex nano- and micro-structure [6, 7]. Cement paste is mainly composed of C-S-H (Calcium Silicate Hydrates, the main hydration product of clinker) and portlandite. It also contains residual clinker (that only partially reacted with water during fabrication) such as alite, belite, and ferrite. Cohabitation of these phases results in multiscale porosity and a material made of micrometric sized pores, nanometric gel pores (1-12 nm) and what H. M. Jennings calls “intraglobular pores” (IGPs) [8] that result from the intrinsic disordered layered structure of C-S-H. These IGPs have typical sizes smaller than 1 nm.

The filling of these pores with water depends on the relative humidity (RH) of cement paste [9-11]. The RH value can thus give some insight into the amount of water present in a cement paste sample. At very low RH values, the only water in the cement paste sample is chemically bound water (CBW), i.e. crystallization water and structural water such as –OH groups in the C-S-H interlayer, in IGPs and in other phases such as portlandite [8]. The new water molecules that are introduced upon increasing RH, are referred to as evaporable water (EW) and occupy pores of increasing sizes [8]: for RH values between 11 and 85% water molecules occupy gel pores of sizes up to 12 nm. Meanwhile, when RH exceeds 85%, capillary water molecules (or bulk water) are found in gel pores [8].

In the case of long-term confinement of nuclear waste, the RH value is expected to increase over time in cement containers due to water exchange with the humid host geological media. Furthermore, interaction with ionizing radiation resulting from the radioactive decay of radioelements, will cause radiolysis [12], which leads to H₂ production. It is possible that accumulation of dihydrogen can induce structural damage such as the cracking of the storage medium and that this reaction could be dangerous as H₂ gas could be released in large storage buildings. The ability of cement matrices to store nuclear waste has been widely studied in the past decades from a physical aspect [13]. If the evolution of the mechanical properties and of the structure of the samples were studied after irradiation [14, 15], the reactivity of such systems was hardly investigated [16]. Nevertheless it is of
paramount importance. For instance, $^{90}\text{Sr}$ contamination of cement paste was recently investigated by means of atomic-scale simulations [17]. That study focused on $^{90}\text{Sr}$ and its transmutation into $^{90}\text{Y}$ and $^{90}\text{Zr}$ by $\beta^-$ decay, and showed that cement paste is a good candidate to store $^{90}\text{Sr}$ and its radioactive daughter nucleus $^{90}\text{Y}$ [17]. The emitted electron will interact with water in the host material which results in a massive variety of chemical reactions. Water radiolysis studies conducted in systems with confined water [18-20] such as clays [21-24] showed that the mechanisms at play can be very different from those observed in bulk water [12]. For this reason, a quantification and understanding of electron-induced H$_2$ production requires studies in the specific environment.

Here, we investigated the effects of electron irradiation, mimicking $\beta^-$ emitters, on cement paste by measuring H$_2$ production under irradiation as a function of relative humidity in several cement paste samples with controlled initial composition. The choice of sample composition aims to give insight into: a) the effect of siliceous ($\alpha$-quartz) aggregate on the global performance of hydrated oil-well cement systems under electron radiation e.g. for application in deep borehole nuclear waste storage [25, 26], b) to gain qualitative and quantitative insight into radiolysis of low calcium C-S-H, typical of concrete with pozzolanic additives e.g. silica fume [27]. We found that both the relative humidity and the chemical composition of cement paste have a marked influence on H$_2$ production. Notably, we evidence that H$_2$ can be produced from the chemically bound water molecules in the C-S-H interlayer pores. This fact was further investigated by means of first principles $\textit{ab initio}$ calculations, which provided insight into the reaction mechanisms for water radiolysis in this confined environment. We studied the effects of adding or removing one electron to C-S-H using two model 11 Å tobermorite structures which are regarded as simple analogues for C-S-H. We show that the excess electron produced by the irradiation-matter interaction has a preference to localize in a region of the tobermorite where structural water is mixed with Ca ions. Hence, the present study helps to understand radiation effects in cements and gives some indications as to what would be the best composition of cement paste for nuclear applications.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental setup

**Samples preparation** To investigate the impact of chemical composition on H\textsubscript{2} production, we prepared three sets of cement paste samples labeled S1, S2, and S3 with controlled compositions.

All samples discussed in this study were prepared from standard American Petroleum Institute Class G cement (Lafarge-Holcim) with typical fineness around 1800 cm\textsuperscript{2}/g [28]. Quartz (Min-U-Sil 5, d\textsubscript{50} = 1.5 \textmu m) was added to samples S2 and S3 in the amount of 42\% by volume of the blend. This corresponds to the molar ration Ca/Si of the mix equal to 0.83, reflecting the composition of stoichiometric 11Å tobermorite [29]. Cement pastes were synthesized in laboratory conditions at two different water-to-cement ratios (excluding quartz), 0.45 for S1, and 0.54 for S2 and S3 (water-to-binder 0.34). Samples S1 and S2 were hydrated at 25°C under saturated conditions in the lime-saturated water solution for 28 and 84 days, respectively, before being examined. Sample S3 was hydrated at 25°C under saturated conditions for 1 week followed by additional hydrothermal curing at 200°C and 3000 psi (around 21 MPa) for a period of 24h. As a consequence of the different curing procedure, S3 is composed mainly of the low-calcium nano-crystalline C-S-H phase (approximate value of Ca/Si ≈ 0.92 estimated via semi-quantitative XRD) developed in the course of the thermally activated pozzolanic reaction of silica [29, 30]. S1 and S2 contain several phases (hydrated and non-hydrated) and their C-S-H phase is of common stoichiometry 1.7 [29]. In addition to chemical composition, this preparation influences the porosity of the samples: samples S1 and S2 have a multiscale porosity with both gel pores and capillary pores typical of room temperature cured cement paste, while S3, which contains mainly pozzolanic C-S-H, thus does not have capillary pores (see Supporting Information SI 1). Furthermore, the use of a larger water to cement ratio to prepare S2 combined with the absence of high temperature curing leads to larger fraction of capillary pores in cement matrix of S2 than for S1 [29, 31].

As silica-enriched cements such as S2 are envisioned for nuclear waste storage [32], comparing S1 with S2 will provide an insight into the effect of silica aggregate on the performance of Portland cement-based matrices under long-term exposure to electron radiation. S3 will shed light on H\textsubscript{2}
production by C-S-H mainly and will provide a good representation of how cement containers will behave over long periods of time. This point is especially relevant in the context of nuclear waste storage, since cement paste continuously cures until stabilization of a single C-S-H phase whose properties are close to torbermorite with Ca/Si = 0.86 [33].

The three cement pastes were first ground into powder. For each set, several samples with different relative humidity (RH = 0%, 11%, 43%, 74% and 97%) were prepared to evaluate the influence of the relative humidity on H₂ production. All samples were placed in an air-tight chamber with an environment of a known relative humidity created by a saturated salt solution until equilibrium is reached: 0% (dried at 110°C for two days and then placed in the desiccator containing silica gel [34]), 11% (LiCl saturated solution), 43% (K₂CO₃ saturated solution), 74% (NaNO₃ saturated solution) and 97% (K₂SO₄ saturated solution). Sample weight stability over at least one week attested that the equilibrium state was reached in the chamber.

**Samples characterization.** All samples were characterized before and after irradiation, for each investigated RH. The macroscopic crystalline phases contained in each sample were determined by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) performed with a rotating anode X-ray generator. The beam was delivered by a Molybdenum anode (λKα₁ = 0.70932 Å). XRD patterns were collected by a 2D image plate detector. Classical I = f(2θ) powder XRD patterns were obtained after circular integration of the diffracted image using the FIT2D program. The data is shown in Supporting Information SI 2. They were confirmed by infrared spectroscopy presented in Supporting Information SI 3.

Quantitative analysis of the samples composition was performed using Thermogravimetric Analysis – Differential ThermoGravimetry (TGA-DTG) measurements with a Mettler-Toledo TGA/DSC 1 analyzer. The samples (approximately 20 mg) were placed in an alumina crucible of 70 μL and heated from 25 to 1000 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ under a dinitrogen flux of 50 mL min⁻¹ and then cooled down to room temperature. Data was analyzed using the STAR⁺ software. This method allows the quantity of water in each sample, and whether the water is evaporable (weight loss between ambient temperature and 105°C [35]) or chemically bound water, to be evaluated. It also detects the
presence of the following hydrated phases: portlandite, ettringite, tricalcium monosulpho-aluminate (hereafter called AFm) and C-S-H (see Table 1 for the chemical formulas of the species). The exact amount of portlandite was measured since it is known to produce a peak between 410 and 500°C [30]. An approximate value for the quantity of ettringite was obtained from TGA by considering that the loss around 110°C corresponds to the release of 27 water molecules [36]. The exact quantity of C-S-H and AFm could not be determined, however, as the determination of the percentage of the former with TGA with a correct uncertainty can be challenging and the quantity of the latter is known to be very low in the samples [37]. In addition to measuring the presence of the hydrated phases, TGA also measures the quantity of calcite when the samples were carbonated. In that case, decarbonation of the samples produces a DTG peak between 550 and 800°C that enabled us to evaluate the quantity of calcite in the samples [38]. Details of the TGA-DTA results and analysis are given in Supporting Information SI 4.

**H₂ production measurement** In order to prepare the samples for irradiation, approximately 300 mg were placed in a Pyrex glass ampoule (about 10 mL) that was outgassed with a primary pump and then subsequently filled with 1.55 bar of Argon 6.0 (99.9999%). This operation was repeated three times before the first irradiation step and then once between each irradiation step. The same outgassing procedure was performed on a non-irradiated sample to be used as a reference. Irradiation was performed using 10 MeV electron pulses of a Titan Beta, Inc. linear accelerator (LINAC) [39]. The duration of the pulse is 10 ns and the repetition rate was set to 2 Hz in order to avoid any macroscopic heating of the sample during irradiation. The dose per pulse (30 ± 2 Gy.pulse⁻¹) was determined by Fricke dosimetry [40]. The dose determined this way is considered to be the same as the dose received by the cement paste samples. The H₂ produced under irradiation was measured by gas chromatography (µGC-R3000 SRA Instrument) using ultra-high purity argon as a carrier gas. Prior to the analysis, the gas contained in the ampoule was diluted in Argon 6.0 at a total pressure of 1.5 bar for five minutes to ensure a homogeneous mixing between gases.
2.2. Computational details

First principles electronic structure calculations were carried out to investigate the effects of adding or removing one electron to C-S-H using two 11 Å tobermorite (TBB-11) structures [41]. This atomic-scale model was chosen because TBB-11 is known to be a good model for C-S-H with a low Ca/Si ratio [41] as it is the case here for sample S3. The calculations were performed using the CP2K package [42] that implements the Gaussian and Plane Wave (GPW) [43] Density Functional Theory (DFT) approach in a module known as Quickstep [44]. Molecularly optimized atom-centered Gaussian basis sets [45] were used with a plane wave cutoff of 500 Ry. Two types of calculations were performed: static DFT and DFT Molecular Dynamics (DFTMD) calculations. For both calculations, we used the Minnesota hybrid (M06-2X) [46] functional that enables the excess electron (as well as the electron-hole) to localize in the cell, which does not occur with standard functionals such as the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) functional [47]. Norm-conserving, separable, dual-space Goedeker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials [48, 49] re-optimized for the PBE exchange-correlation functional [47] were employed. Dispersion effects were included using the empirical DFT-D3 pair potential [50, 51]. For spin polarized calculations, the Unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) [52] formalism was used for both functionals. Periodic boundary conditions were used for all calculations. For the Hartree-Fock exchange calculation needed for the hybrid functional, a truncated Coulomb operator was used [53, 54], in conjunction with the efficient Auxiliary Density Matrix Method [55].

The initial (neutral) TBB-11Å cells were first relaxed with PBE-GGA functional using the Quantum ESPRESSO package [56] which implements DFT by using a plane wave basis and pseudopotentials. The simulation was then continued using the same code by performing DFTMD calculations in the NVE ensemble for about 200 fs with a time step of 1 fs. The final structure was further relaxed using the PBE-GGA functional. These calculations were terminated once the forces on the atoms were smaller than $10^{-3}$ Ry/$a_0$. Then, starting from this new geometry, the system was relaxed with an excess electron using the M06-2X functional with the CP2K code using a m-TZV2P basis (with the exception of calcium, which had a m-DZVP basis throughout) and the PBE functional. In order to check the
stability of the excess electron at finite temperatures, DFTMD calculations were carried out using CP2K with the presence of an excess electron, and in a separate calculation, an additional hole. The system was simulated using the NVT ensemble and thermostated at 300 K using the canonical sampling through velocity rescaling algorithm [57]. The equations of motion were integrated using the standard velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.5 fs, and the wavefunction was extrapolated between steps using the time reversible Always Stable Predictor-Corrector algorithm [58]. This entire procedure was repeated separately with an electron and a hole.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Samples composition

The different phases present in samples S1-3 before and after irradiation were determined by XRD. The main phases found are presented in Table 1, and the detailed XRD analysis is given in Supporting Information SI 2. The Si-containing phases were investigated thanks to $^{29}$Si NMR and the corresponding results are given in Supporting Information SI 5. We found C-S-H in all samples, which is to be expected as it is the main hydration product of clinker. Sample S3 is mainly composed of C-S-H (see Supporting Information SI 5). Samples S1 and S2 contain ettringite (except at the lowest RH), AFm, and portlandite. None of these phases were found in S3, i.e., the only hydrated phase in S3 is C-S-H as expected from the sample preparation. Since clinker never entirely reacts with water, we also found non-hydrated phases such as ferrite and alite in all samples; as well as belite in S1 and S2. The amount of anhydrous phases is low in S2 and S3 as compared to S1 (Supporting Information SI 1). Quartz was also found in S2 and S3, as expected. However, quartz is present in very low amount in S3 as compared to S2 (see Supporting Information SI 5). XRD showed that all the samples also contain calcite, which is unexpected since the preparation of the samples was designed to avoid carbonated phases. Calcite is commonly found in cement paste since it strongly absorbs CO$_2$ from the atmosphere. In our case, carbonation of the samples most likely occurred in the desiccators.
Table 1. Samples composition as detected with XRD. The samples composition given here was confirmed using FT-IR (a similar table is given in Supporting Information SI 2).

Since the present work focuses on H₂ production, we evaluated, when possible, the quantity of the hydrated phases as well as the quantity of chemically bound water (CBW, i.e. crystallization water and structural water) and evaporable water (EW) for each sample and RH. The quantity of the phases determined by TGA is presented in Fig. 1a. It shows that the calcite content is generally low (below 5%) for all samples with the exception of S1 at 74% RH and S2 at 74 and 97% RH where it is larger than 10%. The largest mass percentages for calcite (above 20%) are found at 74% RH, a level of RH known to favor cement paste carbonation [59]. The only sample for which the calcite content remains at low levels when the RH is 74% is S3, which contains no ettringite or portlandite, in good agreement with the XRD results from Tab. 1. For all samples, we found no ettringite at 0% RH, when AFm is detected [60]. This is expected since fewer water molecules are needed to form AFm than ettringite (see chemical formulae from Tab. 1). A constant amount of ettringite was measured for RHs larger than 11% in S1 and S2. The quantity of ettringite is the largest in S1, and the lowest in S2, as expected due to the incorporation of quartz in S2 and hence, dilution. For a given sample (S1 or S2), the quantity of portlandite varies little with RH as well. The exceptions are S1 at 74% RH where the portlandite content is 40% smaller than for other RHs and S2 where no portlandite is detected at 74% RH and its content at 97% is half the content found for RHs below 43%. In general, portlandite is known to react with CO₂ to form calcite [38], which can explain why no portlandite is detected in S2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydrated Phases</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Silicate Hydrates (C-S-H, CaO·SiO₂·H₂O)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ettringite (3CaO·Al₂O₃·3CaSO₄·32H₂O)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricalcium monosulpho-aluminate (AFm, 3CaO·Al₂O₃·CaSO₄·12H₂O)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portlandite (Ca(OH)₂)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-hydrated Phases</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alite (3CaO·SiO₂)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrite (4CaO·Al₂O₃·Fe₂O₃)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belite (2CaO·SiO₂)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz (SiO₂)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite (CaCO₃)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
at 74% where the calcite amount is the largest (see Fig. 1a). Calcite can also be formed from C-S-H [61] as evidenced in the case of S3. Similarly to ettringite, and for the same reasons, the mass percentage of portlandite is, on average, larger in S1, and lower in S2. Fig. 1b shows the mass percentage of water under its two forms, CBW and EW, as detected with TGA. For all samples, considering the error bars, the CBW content can be considered as being constant with RH. At 0% RH, there is almost no EW (less than 0.7%), which is coherent with the fact that the samples are dried. In all samples, the amount of EW globally increases with increasing RH.

Fig. 1. Mass percentage (a) of the main phases (ettringite, portlandite and calcite) and (b) of water (evaporable water, EW; and chemically bound water, CBW) as determined from TGA measurements in samples S1-S3 as a function of relative humidity. The mass percentage of ettringite has been approximately evaluated (see Supporting Information SI 4). The error bars are estimated to be 15% in all cases except ettringite for which the error bar is even larger. The amount of ettringite is difficult to
determine and is overestimated due to the presence of other phases as AFm, C-S-H... that lose also weight in this temperature range.

3.2. Radiation-induced H₂ production

All samples were irradiated with four doses at all relative humidity levels examined. When exposed to ionizing radiation, all samples produced H₂. We found no H₂ in non-irradiated samples, so the measurement of H₂ is considered to be a good reference for evaluating the extent to which reactions were induced by irradiation. For all samples, no significant difference in composition before and after irradiation could be evidenced by any of the experimental methods used here (see Supporting Information SI 6) concerning both the quantity of phases and the amount of CBW and EW. This means, in particular, that the global amount of water is not affected by our experimental conditions and that only a small amount of water is affected by the ionizing radiation. This means also that the compositions detailed in Fig. 1 remain the same after irradiation and, as such, we will use this composition in the following when discussing the H₂ production results.
Fig. 2. (a) Cumulated H$_2$ production (points) as a function of the cumulated dose and RH for the three samples. The lines correspond to linear fits used to evaluate the radiolytic yields. (b) H$_2$ radiolytic yield variations with RH for all samples. The full horizontal line corresponds to the H$_2$ yield measured in bulk water ($4.5 \times 10^{-8}$ mol J$^{-1}$) at pH 13 [12]. The yields are calculated with respect to the energy deposited in the whole cement paste-water system. The error bars are estimated to be 10%. The radiolytic yields in molecule per 100 eV can be obtained by dividing the value in µmol J$^{-1}$ by 0.10364.

The evolution of H$_2$ as a function of dose is given in Fig. 2a. The quantity of H$_2$ produced increases linearly with the dose. The amount of H$_2$ produced also increases with increasing RH. To further analyze this data, we report the radiolytic yields for each sample, at each RH, from the slopes of the lines. The yields were calculated with respect to the total mass of cement paste and water, which corresponds to the fact that energy is deposited in the whole system. The radiolytic yields obtained are presented in Fig. 2b. This figure shows that H$_2$ yields increase as a function of RH, except for those
from samples S1 and S2 for which plateaus are observed between 11 and 74% RH and between 11 and 43% RH, respectively. The \( \text{H}_2 \) yields are the highest in the case of sample S3, for values of 74 and 97% RH. These yields are similar to those of \( \text{H}_2 \) in bulk water, implying that efficient \( \text{H}_2 \) production mechanisms take place in this sample. Confinement effects at the nanometer scale in sample S3 are likely responsible for the yields at 74 and 97% RH being higher than the one in bulk water as recently reported in the case of swelling clays for which the thickness of the interlayer space (a few Å) enables efficient recombination reactions between species [24]. Finally, the \( \text{H}_2 \) yields are the smallest in sample S2 as the largest measured \( \text{H}_2 \) yield (at 97% RH) is close to the \( \text{H}_2 \) yield of sample S1 at 74% RH or even S3 at 0% RH. These results show that silica-enriched cement paste (S2) is more resistant to \( \text{H}_2 \) production than S1, which is due to the fact that it contain less water molecules (Fig. 1 and Supporting Information SI 7). However, over time, \( \text{H}_2 \) production is expected to increase drastically since silica-rich cement pastes end up with a composition close to S3 where a higher \( \text{H}_2 \) production yield is measured.

A more detailed analysis of Fig. 2b along with Fig. 1 provides further insights into the role played by the phases in \( \text{H}_2 \) production. In sample S2 for example, the plateau between 11 and 43% RH in Fig. 2 is consistent with the fact that the EW content, i.e., the amount of water that is most likely to produce \( \text{H}_2 \) as compared to CBW [19, 20], is also constant between 11 and 43% RH (Fig. 1b). However, this explanation alone is flawed as, for that same sample, Fig. 1b shows that the quantity of EW is also constant between 74 and 97% while the radiolytic yields from Fig. 2b increase slightly between 74 and 97% RH. This means that an additional mechanism influences radiolytic yield variations in S2. When looking at composition of sample S2 in Fig. 1a, one can see that it changes drastically between 74 and 97% RH, the main difference being the larger quantity of calcite found at 74% RH compared to 97% RH. From these observations, it seems plausible that calcite inhibits \( \text{H}_2 \) production since, for a constant amount of EW, more \( \text{H}_2 \) is produced when the calcite amount is smaller (at 97% RH). This result is in good agreement with Ref. [62] which showed that electrons and holes are trapped by calcite using electron paramagnetic resonance experiments performed at 77K after X-irradiation of calcite samples. Moreover, the presence of calcite will also lead to the presence of carbonate anions in the
liquid phase and these anions are known to trap electrons. Considering sample S1, one can draw similar conclusions regarding the role of calcite. For this sample, the radiolytic yield in Fig. 2b increases between 74 and 97% RH although the EW amount is constant. The main difference arises again from the calcite content that is 6 times larger at 74% RH than at 97% RH. Furthermore, the radiolytic yield plateau between 11 and 74% in Fig. 2b coincides with an increasing quantity of EW (Fig. 1b). By comparing the compositions of sample S1 between 11 and 74% RHs (for which the EW content difference is large), one can see that the largest variations in composition corresponds to calcite content again (Fig. 1a). Note that the variations in ettringite and portlandite content between 11 and 43% RH (for which the calcite content is similar and low and the EW content increases) suggest that one or both of these two phases play a role in H₂ production. To discriminate between the role of ettringite and portlandite, it is interesting to compare the H₂ radiolytic yields of samples S1, S2 and S3 at 0% RH, when no ettringite is detected and the amount of EW is lower than 0.7% (Fig. 1). In sample S3, where there is no portlandite, the radiolytic yield at 0% RH is as high as half the radiolytic yield of water whereas in samples S1 and S2 that contain portlandite, the radiolytic yield is close to zero [63]. This suggests that portlandite, similarly to calcite, inhibits H₂ production. This behavior of portlandite under electron irradiation is consistent with former measurements performed under γ irradiation, where it was shown that H₂ production in portlandite is 2.25 times lower than in bulk water [64]. Lastly, the comparison of the H₂ yields at 0, 11 and 43% RH (for which the calcite amounts in S1 and S2 are similar) obtained in S1 and S2 demonstrates the inhibitor role played by quartz, as even if ettringite and portlandite are present in smaller amounts in S2 than in S1, the H₂ yields measured are smaller in S2 than in S1 (Fig. 2b). To take into account the differences in water amount between the different samples at the different relative humidities, the evolution of the H₂ radiolytic yield is given in Supporting Information SI 7 as a function of the EW content. This representation illustrates the discussion above with the influence of the different phases. This is not surprising, as quartz does not possess any hydrogen atoms. It is known, however, that quartz produces defects under irradiation [65]. The same behavior can be expected from the other non-hydrated phases present in the samples.
It is worth noting that in irradiated zeolites [66] the $H_2$ radiolytic yield is lower than $10^{-8}$ mol J$^{-1}$ at the lowest water content whereas here, the yield we determine in dry S3 is significantly higher than this value. At this low water content, water is immobilized in the cages of zeolites while it is confined, but mobile in the 2D interlayer space of cement paste. We can therefore assume that the strong interaction of water with the zeolite cages is responsible for the smaller $H_2$ radiolytic yield value in this system compared to S3. It is also important to point out that, in synthetic clay minerals, the $H_2$ radiolytic yields can be increased by a factor of 2-3 under high dose rate electron irradiation as compared to the one measured in water, due to very efficient recombination processes taking place in the highly confined interlayer space [24]. Here we do not measure such high $H_2$ yields, even in S3, which can be partly attributed to the presence of quartz and of anhydrous phases (see Supporting Information SI 5).

The fact that the radiolytic yield is large in S3 at 0% RH, i.e. when the major source of water in the sample is CBW from C-S-H, indicates that the water and –OH groups responsible for the cohesion of the C-S-H phase undergo radiolysis.

The electron-hole pair produced this way deposits energy in the material. Some of this energy can be transferred to water and –OH groups, leading to the breaking of O–H bonds which is the first step of $H_2$ production by water radiolysis [20]. C-S-H has a layered atomic structure, where the water and –OH groups are confined between silicate chains. At this scale, the nanostructure of C-S-H is very similar to the nanostructure of clays where it has been shown that the thickness of the sheets (less than 1 nm) prevents the formation of an exciton from the electron and hole produced by ionizing radiation [21, 22]. Specific electron and hole interactions with water and –OH groups can thus be expected in C-S-H as well, leading to $H_2$ production in sample S3 in the absence of EW. Note that the pH of water in paste is around 13, meaning that hydroxide ions are present. Nevertheless, the radiolytic $H_2$ yield is similar at pH 7 or 13 [12, 16].

3.3. $H_2$ production mechanism in C-S-H.

The first reaction steps in $H_2$ production in C-S-H were investigated by means of first principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). For this study, C-S-H was modelled as 11 Å
tobermorite (TBB-11, see Fig. 3) as proposed by Merlino et al. [41], which has been shown to be a good model for C-S-H with a low Ca/Si ratio. We have chosen two models that are a good match for sample S3, for which we have experimentally observed efficient H₂ production. These models were chosen as tobermorite has been shown to possess a wide range of chemical compositions based on charge balance, as suggested by Biagioni et al. [67] The general formula of tobermorite without aluminum can be written as:

\[ Ca_{4+x}Si_{6}O_{15+2x}(OH)_{2-2x} \cdot 5H_2O \]

where \( 0 \leq x \leq 1 \), such that \( x \) represents the amount of additional calcium incorporated in the tobermorite structural cavities. The high calcium content model presented in this work contains the maximum amount of structural calcium (\( x = 1 \)), has a chemical constitution of \( Ca_{10}Si_{12}O_{34} \cdot 10H_2O \) and a Ca/Si ratio of 0.83, similar to sample S3. We call this model CS-083, and its structure is shown in Fig. 3a. The second model, that represents tobermorite found in the Urals, Russia, corresponds to the \( x = 0.5 \) case, such that the chemical formula is \( Ca_{9}Si_{12}O_{32}(OH)_{2} \cdot 10H_2O \) with a Ca/Si ratio of 0.75. We name this model CS-075, and its structure is shown in Fig. 3b. These models contain 86 and 87 atoms, respectively, and possess Ca/Si ratios that are within the range of experimental values for 11 Å tobermorite (0.67–0.83) [41, 67]. The cells contain silicon atoms in two distinct tetrahedral environments that form silicate chains \( SiO_4^{4-} \). These can be denoted as pairing and bridging tetrahedra where pairing tetrahedra are bound to two other silicate species in the chain, while the bridging groups are linked to three other silicates and form links between chains (Fig. 3a). Calcium is also present in two distinct environments; the intralayer region between two silicate chains, and the interlayer region in which the Calcium is mixed with water and –OH groups (Fig. 3a and 3b). The tobermorite structures chosen contain two interlayer spaces, or pores, and the calcium content of the pores is where the two models differ. The CS-083 model contains one calcium in each interlayer pore, whereas the CS-075 model contains one calcium in one pore only. The location of this calcium was determined by optimizing the geometry via Quantum ESPRESSO calculations. Interestingly, in the CS-083 model, one of the original water molecules in the structure dissociates during the DFTMD equilibration, transferring a proton to one of the \( SiO_4 \) tetrahedra and remaining as an OH⁻ ion.
Fig. 3. a) Atomic structure of CS-083 Model TBB-11Å,(b) Atomic structure of the CS-075 model. Note that only alternating Ca sites are filled due to a partial occupancy of 50%. In both models, calcium, oxygen, hydrogen atoms and silicate chains are represented in grey, red, white and dark blue tetrahedral respectively. The unit cell was doubled in the b direction for clarity. The unit cell for calculations is represented by a dashed line. Both models have been optimized at the M06-2X level. The height of the structures represented is 2.2 nm.

The excess electron and hole produced by irradiation were modeled by addition or removal of an electron in the simulation cells, respectively. The CS-083 model corresponds roughly to sample S3 at 0% RH after electron irradiation, where water is mainly CBW in the C-S-H interlayer and with almost no EW (Fig. 3a). The CS-075 model also contains only CBW. The addition or removal of an elementary charge from the simulation cell, which is otherwise neutral, leads to a non-zero spin density. This is the case because the neutral system has an even number of electrons and an energy gap, and the additional electron occupies the LUMO in one of the spin projections. The spin density thus corresponds to the electronic density of the excess electron. A similar argument can be applied to the hole. The spin densities obtained for the CS-083 model are plotted along with the simulation cells.
in Fig. 4a for the excess electron and in Fig. 5a for the hole, while those for CS-075 tobermorite are shown in Fig. 4b and 5b, respectively.

Fig. 4. Details of: (a) The spin density for the CS-083 model with an excess electron. (b) The spin density for the CS-075 model with an excess electron. Isosurfaces of positive and negative spin densities (± 0.002 eÅ³) are represented in yellow and blue, respectively. In both cases the structures have been optimized at the M06-2X level.

Fig. 4a shows that the electron localizes in the interlayer region of CS-083 TBB-11 Å, i.e., the region where structural water and OH groups coexists with Ca ions. The additional electron is thus correctly located to subsequently interact with water. The excess electron simulations for the CS-075 model (Fig. 4b) largely agree with the CS-083 model in that the charge can be found in the interlayer space that contains calcium. The electron can mainly be found on the interlayer calcium and a nearby
hydroxyl species which forms part of a Si-OH group in a bridging tetrahedron. The proximity of the water molecules to the Ca ions in the interlayer regions where the electron localizes implies that the electron prefers to be solvated in the interlayer environment containing Ca. Electrons, although they are a strongly reducing species, do not reduce Ca ions, as already pointed out in the case of clay minerals, but prefer to be solvated instead [22]. This is particularly evident in the CS-075 model, where the excess electron localizes in the Ca-rich interlayer spacing. The solvated electron is then a well-known precursor of H2, as in the case of the reaction of two solvated electrons with each other.

![Fig. 5. Details of: (a) The spin density for the CS-083 model with a hole. (b) The spin density for the CS-075 model with a hole. Isosurfaces of positive and negative spin densities (± 0.002 e.A^3) are represented in yellow and blue, respectively. In both cases the structures have been optimized at the M06-2X level.](image)
The spin density of CS-083 TBB-11 Å with an additional hole (or removal of an electron) is presented in Fig. 5a. This figure shows that the spin density is mainly localized on the SiO₄ tetrahedral oxygen atoms in the intralayer space. In this case, only 2 oxygen atoms have non-negligible spin moments of 84% and 6% of the total density respectively. The intralayer region does not contain water molecules. We suggest then, that, in the Ca-rich case, the production of H₂ is mostly due to the additional electron, which is localized in the interlayer space and surrounded by water. The hole calculation for the CS-075 model (Fig. 5b), provides slightly different results. The hole appears to localize mainly on a single oxygen which forms part of a SiO₄ tetrahedron in the interlayer spacing. A significant localization of spin can be observed, as 86% of the magnetic moment is associated to this single oxygen. A small fraction, of around 6%, is also found on the nearest water molecule. After reaction with a water molecule, this hole will likely lead to the formation of H⁺, and then to hydrogen atom (precursor of H₂) after reduction by an electron. The hole likely localizes in this space due to the "available" electron lone pairs found on the oxygen in question, as it possesses only a single Si-O bond.

The results suggest that the electrons are preferentially localized in the interlayer region with Ca ions and filled with water, while the electron holes are predominantly caught by electron rich oxygen species that make up the tobermorite crystal structure. In either case, these electronic defects provide a means to produce charged species and radicals. In the models tested, the absence or presence of interlayer calcium not only affects the geometry, but the behavior that results from the addition or removal of electrons. We argue that the chemically bound water surrounding the interlayer Ca is susceptible to give rise to H₂ gas as a result of irradiation. This would explain why H₂ production mechanisms can be observed in C-S-H, even when the samples are dried to 0% RH as we observed experimentally.

4. Conclusion

A joint experimental and theoretical study was performed to determine the reaction mechanisms that take place when cement paste is bombarded by ionizing radiation. A systematic evaluation of H₂
production under electron irradiation was performed as a function of the relative humidity and composition of cement pastes. C-S-H, the main hydration product of clinker that is responsible for paste cohesion and strength, was shown to possess highly efficient H₂ production mechanisms leading to radiolytic yields half as large as the radiolytic yield of bulk water at the lowest RH. Using DFT calculations, we have demonstrated that these mechanisms are likely to be connected to the presence of calcium in the interlayer space of C-S-H, which attracts and traps the electron in an environment filled with water. The electron can then solvate, which can be thought of as the first step towards H₂ production. Its oxidative counterpart, the hole, can localize in the intralayer space that does not contain water in the Ca rich samples and in the interlayer regions without Ca in the low Ca content samples. The hole can contribute to H₂ production in this latter case.

This mechanism, although efficient in terms of H₂ production, was shown to be hindered by the presence of calcite, portlandite and quartz in cement paste. Furthermore, in these cases, the level of H₂ production is negligible when the cement paste is dried, meaning that H₂ accumulation will not be a problem as long as the relative humidity of the containers is maintained at a low level. H₂ production however drastically increases with increasing relative humidity, which can be a concern in the context of nuclear waste storage as it will be difficult, if not impossible, to maintain a low relative humidity in the storage facilities over long periods of time. The so-called “nuclear cement”, which has a silica-enriched composition with a 10% mass percentage of ettringite and portlandite proved to have the best resistance regarding H₂ production over time. The use of quartz-enriched cement formulations is consequently of interest to delay H₂ accumulation in nuclear waste storage facilities since the interactions between containers and the host humid geological media will lead to increasing levels of relative humidity in cement paste over time.
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Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was used to characterize the medium and large capillary porosity, as well as the pore size distribution, using an AutoPore IV 9500 instrument (Micromeritics, US). The intrusion pressure ranged from $3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ MPa to 228 MPa, discretized into 70 pressure steps equally spaced on a logarithmic scale, equilibration time 15 sec., evacuation pressure 50 µm Hg, and mercury filling pressure $3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ MPa. A value of 140 degrees was assumed for the contact angle, and 0.48 N m$^{-1}$ for the surface tension of mercury. Cement paste samples, with mass of around 0.6 g, were dried by solvent exchange (isopropanol) followed by oven drying to a constant mass at 50°C. Two samples per specimen were analyzed, and the reproducibility of the measurements was very good.

Figure S11-1. Pore size distribution of the sample S3 before (dark blue) and after (light blue) hydrothermal exposure measured with mercury intrusion (MIP). Pore classification after ref. [1].

Noteworthy, in general, the amount of the capillary porosity in the hydrated cement paste is determined by the water-to-cement ratio. Thus, higher capillary and total porosity is expected in the cement pastes with the higher initial water content as originally described by the Powers-Brownyard model [2], and experimentally measured e.g. [3] (case of samples S1 and S2). On the other hand, pozzolanic reaction results in the additional fraction of low-calcium C-S-H gel, which effectively fills the void space and shifts the pores size distribution toward the gel porosity fraction [2, 4] as evidenced here in the case of S3.
Supporting Information 2 – X-ray Diffraction (XRD) data

**Figure SI2-1.** Qualitative analysis of the X-ray (Cu $K\alpha_1=1.540598$ Å) powder diffraction results obtained on S1 hydrated cement paste equilibrated at 0% RH (red) and 74% RH (blue). Samples aged 28 days. To make the comparison with literature data easier, the diagrams, recorded with a molybdenum anode ($\lambda K\alpha_1 = 0.70932$ Å), were then calculated with respect to a copper anode ($\lambda K\alpha_1 = 1.540598$ Å).

**Figure SI2-2.** Qualitative analysis of the X-ray (Cu $K\alpha_1=1.540598$ Å) powder diffraction results obtained on S3 hydrated cement paste with silica enrichment (C-S-H matrix with the approximate Ca/Si ≈ 0.92) equilibrated at 0, 11, 43, 74 and 97% RH. To make the comparison with literature data easier, the diagrams, recorded with a molybdenum anode ($\lambda K\alpha_1 = 0.70932$ Å), were then calculated with respect to a copper anode ($\lambda K\alpha_1 = 1.540598$ Å). * - unidentified peaks in the proximity of 101 reflection of ordered 11Å tobermorite, also typical of nano-crystalline disordered tobermorite structure [5, 6], T – diffraction lines due to crystalline and semi-crystalline calcium silicate hydrates, 11Å tobermorite and C-S-H.
The diffraction patterns of S2 are not presented as they are very similar to S1 with the exception that \(\alpha\)-quartz peaks are present in the spectra (S2 mix includes 28% wt. of quartz, 47% wt. of cement and 25% wt. of water.

The identification of the different phases found by XRD in all samples is summarized in Table SI2-1. Dry samples S1 and S2 contain AFm. At higher relative humidities, ettringite is also present, as evidenced in Figure SI2-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Phases identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Portlandite (CH) (PDF 044-1481), Calcite (PDF 005-0586), Ettringite (AFt) (PDF 041-1451), Tricalcium monosulpho-aluminate (AFm) [2], Alite (C3S) [2], Belite (C2S) [2], Ferrite (Brownmillerite, C4AF) (PDF 030-0226)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Same as S1 + (\alpha)-quartz (PDF 046-1045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>(\alpha)-quartz (PDF 046-1045), Calcite (PDF 005-0586), Tobermorite (PDF 45-1480), Ferrite (Brownmillerite, PDF 030-0226), Alite [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table SI2-1.** Identification of the different phases determined by XRD. In S1 and S2, ettringite is not present at the lowest relative humidity.
Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded in transmission mode in the 4000-370 cm\(^{-1}\) energy range with a Bruker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrophotometer. 1% of sample was pelletized in KBr. All the spectra were collected with a 4 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution from 100 scans. The data were analyzed using the OPUS software. The background (KBr pellet) was subtracted in all cases. The IR spectra recorded for all samples are given in Figure SI3-1.

![Figure SI3-1](image)

**Figure SI3-1.** Infrared spectra for all samples. The spectra are normalized with respect to the band around 970-1100 cm\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to Si-O stretching vibrations.

At the highest wavenumbers, a very acute peak is detected at 3643 cm\(^{-1}\) in the O-H stretching region. It corresponds to the stretching mode of O-H in portlandite. This band is not detectable in the S3 sample for which the portlandite is not present (Figure SI3-1). A broad band is observed between 3500 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3100 cm\(^{-1}\) (with a maximum around 3449 cm\(^{-1}\)) that corresponds to the O-H stretching mode of adsorbed water molecules. The width of the band for the O-H stretching mode illustrates the variety of H bonds that are found in cement paste: the strongest H bonds lead to the lowest wavenumbers, and the weakest H bonds lead to the highest wavenumbers [7]. Consequently, the broader the peak, the larger variety in H-bonds strength is present in our sample. One can see that the larger the relative humidity, the higher and broader the peak, as expected, which is consistent with the fact that the evaporable water content increases with relative humidity (Figure 1b in the main text). This constitutes the largest variations observed in all samples. In all cases (except the S1 sample), the maximum of the band is shifted towards lower wavenumbers when the relative humidity increases, as expected (from roughly 3470-3480 cm\(^{-1}\) at 0% RH to 3440-3450 cm\(^{-1}\) at 97% RH). The shift to lower wavenumbers corresponds to a strengthening of the H bond. This slight decrease may suggest that water fills larger pores when RH is increasing which is consistent with the swelling character of these systems. Nevertheless, in the case of the S1 sample, the maximum of the band is not very sensitive to the relative humidity and remains around 3440 cm\(^{-1}\).

The band detected at 1643 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the H-O-H bending mode of adsorbed water molecules [7]. The main bands correspond either to CO\(_3^2-\) modes (which are clearly seen when calcite is present, see for example the band at 1429 cm\(^{-1}\) for S1 and S2, especially at 74% RH) and are described in the tables below [8, 9]. The maximum of the Si-O stretching band is at 970-980 cm\(^{-1}\), as expected in the case of C-S-H for S1 and S3 samples [8]. It is shifted to 1090 cm\(^{-1}\) in the case of S2 due to the presence of quartz [10]. The presence of quartz in S3 is also observed around 1090 cm\(^{-1}\) as a shoulder, indicating that the quartz content is much smaller than in S2. The infrared spectra enable the identification of some phases present in the samples (Table SI3-2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3643</td>
<td>O-H stretching of Ca(OH)₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500 - 3100</td>
<td>O-H stretching mode of adsorbed water molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1643</td>
<td>bending of water molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1429</td>
<td>asymmetric stretching CO₃²⁻ (calcite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1200</td>
<td>stretching of sulfates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950-1200</td>
<td>asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of Si-O bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>870-875</td>
<td>Out-of-plane bending of CO₃²⁻ (calcite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714</td>
<td>stretching of CO₃²⁻ (calcite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>Si-O-Si bending vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457</td>
<td>deformation of SiO₄ tetrahedra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table SI3-1.** IR wavenumbers of the main IR bands detected [8, 9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavenumber (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Nature of the phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3643</td>
<td>portlandite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1429/870-875/714</td>
<td>calcite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1200</td>
<td>ettringite/AFm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ 1090</td>
<td>quartz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table SI3-2.** Link between the detected wavenumbers and the nature of the present phases
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) – Differential ThermoGravimetry (DTG) measurements enabled performing quantitative analysis of the samples composition for ettringite, portlandite, calcite, as well as quantifying the amount of water (evaporable and chemically bond). Other phases such as AFm and C-S-H could not be quantified with this technique since the corresponding weight loss happens in the same temperature range (around 150-200°C) and cannot be distinguished from one another. The results obtained for sample S2 at 11% RH are given in Fig. SI4-1 and details on interpretation is given below.

Figure SI4-1. TGA (in black) and the differential curve (DTG, in red) curves of S2 at 11% RH.

As stated in reference [11], we consider that the weight loss between ambient temperature and 105°C corresponds to the loss of evaporable water (EW). In some cases, around 110°C, an additional loss of water molecules is due to the presence of ettringite (Figure SI4-1). The ideal formula of ettringite is $3\text{CaO}\cdot\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\cdot3\text{CaSO}_4\cdot32\text{H}_2\text{O}$ (1255.1 g mol$^{-1}$) and, as stated in reference [12], the TGA loss corresponds to the release of roughly 27 water molecules. Hence, an approximate percentage of ettringite in the sample is given by the mass percentage difference of the additional mass loss multiplied by the ratio of the molar mass of ettringite (1255.1 g mol$^{-1}$) and of 27 water molecules (486.3 g mol$^{-1}$), which is equal to 2.58.

The DTG peak between 410 and 500°C corresponds to the loss of free portlandite (Ca(OH)$_2$, labeled CH) and is calculated as follows [4]:

$$\text{Ca(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$

The amount of free CH corresponds then to the mass percentage difference at the two temperatures multiplied by the ratio of the molar mass of Ca(OH)$_2$ (74.09 g mol$^{-1}$) and of H$_2$O (18.01 g mol$^{-1}$), which is equal to 4.11.

The DTG peak between 550°C and 800°C is assigned to the decarbonation of calcite CaCO$_3$ according to the following reaction:

$$\text{CaCO}_3 \rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2$$

The amount of calcite corresponds to the mass percentage difference at the two temperatures multiplied by the ratio of the molar mass of CaCO$_3$ (100.09 g mol$^{-1}$) and of CO$_2$ (44.01 g mol$^{-1}$), which is equal to 2.27.

The chemically bound water (CBW) is then calculated as the weight loss between 105°C (corresponding to evaporable water, see above) and the highest temperature (1000°C), minus the weight loss due to decarbonation of calcite. It thus contains the $–\text{OH}$ groups of portlandite for instance, and, more generally, $–\text{OH}$ groups and chemically bound water molecules.
29Si MAS NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker DMX 300 spectrometer (operating at a magnetic field of 7.02T) using a Bruker Cross-Polarization – Magic Angle Spinning (CP-MAS) probe. The MAS experiment removes broadening effects of anisotropic couplings (such as dipolar couplings with the other nuclei and chemical shift anisotropy). The samples were kept after irradiation in ampoules under argon atmosphere to prevent atmospheric CO2 contamination. Powdered samples of about 300 mg were introduced in 7 mm outside diameter (o.d.) ZrO2 rotors. To allow comparison between different NMR spectra, the mass of each sample was carefully weighed. For each sample, 1H – 29Si CP-MAS and 29Si MAS spectra were acquired on the spectrometer for a total accumulation time of approximately 23 hours using a recycle delay of 120 s. Each 29Si MAS NMR spectrum was analyzed using Gaussian/Lorentzian lineshapes with a home-made program. The model is detailed in references [13, 14].

The silicate tetrahedra are usually referred to as Qn where Q represents the SiO4 tetrahedron and n is the number of other tetrahedra to which it is linked. Q0 sites are spread in the -60 ppm to -120 ppm range as presented in Figures SI5-2-4. The chemical shift decreases when n increases [15].

The 29Si MAS NMR spectra of samples at 11% RH are given in Figures SI5-2 to SI5-4. In all cases, the spectra are composed of three major peaks that are described in the following taking the example of S2 (Figure SI5-3) [16]. The first peak on the left of the spectra is located around -73 ppm, in the Q0 range that corresponds to monomer silica tetrahedra. This narrow resonance is attributed to anhydrous phases (e.g. belite, alite) that remain after hydration of cement, as this peak disappears in the CP-MAS experiments. Then we observe a broad shape of unresolved resonances with peaks at about -78.0 ppm and -88.0 ppm which are attributed to Qn unit tetrahedral (Q1 and Q2) of the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) formed by hydration of the clinker. These peaks are visible for all the samples confirming the results obtained with FTIR and XRD experiments. Moreover, in S3, we observe components between roughly -90 and -100 ppm attributed to Q3 sites. Finally the third peak at -108.1 ppm located on the right of Figures SI5-3-4 in the Q4 range is noticed using 29Si MAS NMR spectra (in black) but is absent with CP-MAS (in red) indicating that this peak is not protonated. This resonance is consequently due to quartz SiO2. S2 and S3 are the only sample containing quartz as expected from the XRD results.

As shown in figure SI5-1 (left), quartz is characterized by a longitudinal relaxation time T1 longer than the recycle delay used (120 s) in contrast to other phases, for which spectra were found to give the same relative peak intensities. The analysis of the variation of the quartz peak intensity with the recycle delay (up to 1200 s) is displayed in figure SI5-1 (right), and gave an estimated value of T1 of 378 s using the following equation:

\[ I(t_r) = I_\infty \left\{ 1 - \exp \left( -t_r/T_1 \right) \right\} \]

Accordingly, the nominal population \( I_\infty \) of quartz can be estimated from the measurements \( I(120s) \) using:

\[ I_\infty = \frac{I(120s)}{\left\{ 1 - \exp \left( \frac{-120}{378} \right) \right\}} = 3.68 \times I(120s) \]
Figure SI5-1. (Left) Evolution of the $^{29}$Si NMR spectra with the recycle delay for a sample similar to the ones studied in the present work. (Right) Intensity of the quartz peak (around -108 ppm) plotted as a function of the recycle delay.

From the three components deconvolution that fits properly the data, we can express the fraction of silicon atoms that belong to anhydrous phases (peak 1), C-S-H (peak 2) or quartz (peak 3) (see Table SI5-1, with values extracted from the recycle delay at 120 s).

Figure SI5-2. Comparison between $^{29}$Si MAS NMR and CP-MAS NMR spectra (left) of S1 equilibrated at 11% RH. Experimental (blue line) and simulated (red line) $^{29}$Si MAS NMR spectra (right). The red dashed line represents the error.
Figure SI5-3. Comparison between $^{29}\text{Si}$ MAS NMR and CP-MAS NMR spectra (left) for the S2 sample equilibrated at 11% RH. Experimental (blue line) and simulated (red line) $^{29}\text{Si}$ MAS NMR spectra (right). The red dashed line represents the error.

Figure SI5-4. Comparison between $^{29}\text{Si}$ MAS NMR and CP-MAS NMR spectra (left) for S3 equilibrated at 11% RH. Experimental (blue line) and simulated (red line) for the $^{29}\text{Si}$ MAS NMR spectra (right).

Table SI5-1. Fraction of silicon atoms that belong to anhydrous phases containing silicon (alite, belite…), C-S-H and quartz. The values are extracted with a recycle delay of 120 s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>S1-11%</th>
<th>S2-11%</th>
<th>S3-11%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrous phases containing Si (%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-S-H (%)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this, we can get the correct fractions of each phase, by taking into account the relaxation effects, as explained above (Table SI5-2).
Table S15-2. Fraction of silicon atoms that belong to anhydrous phases containing silicon (alite, belite...), C-S-H and quartz, corrected from the relaxation effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>S1-11%</th>
<th>S2-11%</th>
<th>S3-11%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrous phases containing Si (%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-S-H (%)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supporting Information 6 – Characterization of the samples before and after irradiation

The characterizations of S1 equilibrated at 11% RH before and after irradiation at 200 kGy are given in Figure SI6-1. No impact of ionizing radiation can be evidenced from these measurements. The results are the same for all samples, independently of the relative humidity.

**Figure SI6-1.** S1 sample equilibrated at 11% RH before (in black) and after irradiation (red) at 200 kGy characterized by different techniques: a) TGA curves (left) and DTA curves (right); b) infrared spectroscopy and c) XRD analysis. Concerning the IR spectra, the discrepancy observed in the O-H stretching region (3000-4000 cm⁻¹) is due to the preparation of the pellets and is not significant.
Supporting Information 7 – Evolution of the H₂ radiolytic yield with the evaporable water content

To take into account the differences between the water amounts of the different samples, the dihydrogen radiolytic yield is represented in Figure SI7-1 as a function of the water amount. It is obvious from this figure that S3 has the highest H₂ yields, especially at the three lowest RH. In the case of S1 and S2, the decrease of the H₂ yield at 74% RH due to the high content of calcite is illustrated by two arrows in the figure. Globally, S1 and S2 exhibit the same trends. This proves that quartz has the same effects as the other H₂-inhibiting phases.

Figure SI7-1. Evolution of the H₂ radiolytic yield with the evaporable water content for S1 (blue triangles), S2 (black squares) and S3 (red circles). The arrows highlight the effect of the high calcite content for S1 and S2 at 74% RH.
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